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Dear friends and colleagues, 
 
The IAU is holding its general assembly in Cape Town next year and we at Commission B1 
are gearing up for that event. We hope you also want to contribute to IAU activities and this 
commission's in particular. 
 
Call for contributions - 
This message is a call for contribution to the next newsletter that we want to send out at the 
end of the month. 
We would like to include your input - about a specific paper related to computational 
astrophysics, or a meeting that is taking place later this year, or a workshop that you would 
like us (CB1) to support. 
If that were the case, please find attached to this message a latex document (text file called 
template.tex) that you may edit by filling the fields with your new details: title, dates, 
summary of topics or url link can be given. You may convert the template to pdf format by 
joining the preamble.tex file to the template (and if that fails, no worries: we can figure out 
how to output the pdf in a sensible format). 
 
ChaICA V meeting - 
We are planning to hold the fifth edition of the ChaICA series of conferences, with a special 
focus on young researchers and with an on-line only approach. At present we hesitate to 
hold the meeting in early September or early November 2023. If you want to voice your 
preference, please visit the Google Form below and checkout which of the two sets of dates 
proposed seemed best suited to you. 
https://forms.gle/bcZ2PSr7tPJKmueP8 
 
Important date - 
We would appreciate that you send your contribution no later than 27 March 2023 so that 
we can process the newsletter in time. Thanks ! 
 
With this, let us end by wishing you a happy computation - all the best, 
Chris Boily 
for the CB1 steering committee 
 
Yours sincerely, 
Members of the IAU Commission B1 Organizing Committee 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScOilyOwQJmYhypkVfYIIXAnK6IxXhIZcMIAa8gxWuKS5uzpQ/viewform

